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2007 CLUB BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Genuine Norton parts means
FAIR SPARES AMERICA, INC.
NORTON TWINS SPECIALIST

President/Tech Advisor - Alan Goldwater
80 Chanticleer Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(831) 475-7505 magicsound@aol.com
Vice President - Dave Crader
83 Palm Dr., Brentwood, CA 94513
(925) 513.3148 dpcrader@comcast.net
Secretary - Mike Sullivan
20 Bayview Ct., Milbrae, CA 94030
(650) 872.3336

THE NORTON NOTICE
is published by the Northern California Norton Owners
Club. Its purpose is to inform and entertain the club
members. The Norton Notice is a reflection of the
readership who are encouraged to submit any article,
technical tip, photograph (original or otherwise) as
long as it is in good taste so that other Norton
enthusiasts will enjoy it. The deadline for items to
be submitted for publication is the 18th of the month
preceding the issue. The Norton Notice prefers
contributions submitted electronically. Articles and
high-resolution photos can be sent in almost any
format generally common to most computers.Send
submissions or comments to LorinGuy@yahoo.com.
MEMBERSHIP
in the Northern California Norton Owners Club is
available for $20 per year and open to all Norton
motorcycle enthusiasts. Membership dues are payable
to the Club Treasurer (see right). Renewal dues are
payable at the end of the individual’s membership
year, which is designated by the last digit on the
mailing label of your Notice, or on your membership
card. All changes of address, membership or dues
questions should be directed to the Club Treasurer.
ADVERTISING RATES
are $100 per year for a 1/4 page ad.
Contact the Editor for larger ads and rates.
VISIT US ONLINE at http://www.nortonclub.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NorCalNOC/
AFFILIATIONS
The Northern California Norton Owners Club is
affiliated with both the Norton Owners Club of
England (NOC) and the International Norton
Owners Association (INOA)

Treasurer/Membership - Ray Pallett
462 Del Madio#2, Mt View CA 94040
(650) 947.9780
Rides Coordinator - Tom Dabel
730 Linda Flora Ave., San Jose, CA 95127
(408) 272.0369
Norton Notice Editor - Lorin Guy
2329 Cimarron Dr., Santa Clara CA 95051
(408) 961.3468

• RESTORATION
• REPAIR
• TUNE-UP
• INSTRUCTION
• 25 Yrs Experience
• Factory Trained

Call for Quotes

Jim
Carton
(510) 483-2045

Phil Radford
(408) 292-6563 shop
(408) 292-8514 fax
P.O. Box 8224
San Jose, CA 95155
• Full range of stainless parts & fasteners
• Norvil Production Racer parts
• VISA Mastercard and AMEX accepted

www.fairsparesamerica.com
Send two first class stamps for current lists

WebMaster - Ian Reddy
5114 Devon Park Ct., San Jose, CA 95136
(408)226-9574 Ian_reddy@sbcglobal.net
Web & Norton Notice Design - Fred Fortune
FORTUNE2.com
Honorary Members
Brian Slark, Dick Slusher, Jodi Nicholas

The object of the Northern California Norton Owners Club is to
promote, encourage and develop motorcycle activities. The Club’s
members are owners or enthusiasts of Norton motorcycles and
often submit for publication in the Norton Notice technical tips.
These tips are reviewed for technical content and are believed
to be both correct and workable, but no guarantee is made or
implied that these tips or articles will work for your particular
application. The Club or membership assumes no liability or
responsibility for any issues or problems that may arise, or
omissions or deletions in connection with the technical information.
The Norton Notice articles or other materials contained express
the authors’ view only and are not necessarily the official policy
of the Northern California Norton Owners Club. The Editor
reserves the right to accept, reject, edit or alter all editorial and
advertising material submitted. The Editor serves at the discretion
of the Club’s Board of Directors. Materials may be published
both in print and/or electronically on the NCNOC web site at
nortonclub.com. ©2006 The Northern California Norton Owners
Club. Not to be reprinted without permission.

Shop and Mobile
Braze to Heliarc, we weld ANYTHING

We will work with aluminum,
stainless steel, cast iron and more!
Also we do rust repairs,
fabrication and painting.

9 to 5 weekdays
2056 Clement Ave
Alameda, CA 94501
Kim Williams
Cell phone
Fax

(510) 521-5514
(510) 541-8012
(510) 521-0965

Large Stock of
NEW & USED PARTS
9–6 pm
Tues-Fri

8–5 pm
Saturdays

EXPERT SERVICE
Major Credit Cards Accepted
Mail Orders Welcome

1984 Stone Ave., San Jose
(408) 998-4495 (408) 998-0642 fax
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Soquel Classic Bike Show

MINUTES OF MEETING

The Capitola-Soquel Chamber of Commerce will host the
2nd Annual Soquel Vintage Motorcycle Show on Sunday,
July 1, 2007 on Main Street in Soquel. Bring the family
and enjoy viewing hundreds of Vintage pre-1985
Motorcycles and Scooters, American, British, European
and Japanese. Find that part that you’ve been missing
at our Motorcycle Swap Meet or perhaps purchase your
dream motorcycle in the Bike Corral where used
Motorcycles and Scooters will be offered for sale. Vendors
will offer the latest in bike Accessories. Food and Live
Entertainment will also be offered. Admission is free and
the event runs from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM.
For inquiries contact The Capitola-Soquel Chamber of
Commerce at 831-475-6522, toni@capitolachamber.com
or visit www.bikesonthebay.com
Wanted
The NCNOC needs a newsletter editor for 2008. This is a
volunteer position and applicant should have a working
newer computer. NECESSARY computer programs are
PhotoShop, Adobe Acrobat and the latest Word program.
If interested contact Lorin Guy 408.242.1976 or e mail
at loringuy@yahoo.com

NCNOC Club Ride 5/20/07
or how I survived without donuts!
As I pulled into the parking lot at Alice's I noticed
Leonard sitting on the ground, but as he was moving I
figured he wasn't dead.
Apparently the Prince of Darkness had struck again in
the form of a broken connector to the alternator. After
borrowing a 3/16 allen wrench from me he proceeded
to pull the starter motor off his '75 Commando.
Well the temps went up and he was getting pretty tired
but luckily Alan G. Pulled in and helped him gets it together
and all was well. Then Alan noticed Don G's rear tire was
a tad OILY and after many napkins dipped in my gas
tank, he got that cleaned up and off we went about 11
am for Boulder creek and the brewpub for lunch. The
ride down skyline to Hiway 9 was clear, pretty and quick.
On hiway 9 we encountered the usual Sunday drifters
and we were slowed somewhat but made it to the
brew pub w/o incident. Of the 12 that were at Alice’s,
10 made it to lunch. The cook was a bit slow but we all
got fed and had the requisite yarns, lies and bench racing.
I rode bear creek back to hiway 17 with Don G. and made
to Oakland ok, but I wondered why he pulled into weigh
station in Fremont. I figured nature call, but it tuned out
to be a wrong exit. It is confusing as he wanted auto mall
parkway which kind of shares an off ramp.
I guess on the way home Terry M. lost a groundnut
from his battery and had to fashion something from a
beer can. But he made it home to SF ok and isn't that all
that matters? I now have 2 battery bolts in my riding
suit. So 12 attendees, 9 on Nortons and a very pretty if
somewhat boring ride. Next year we can do the coast.
Keith Karn, ride leader
P.S. Terry took a lot of photos so bug him for them

Harry's Haufbrau, Foster City 5/10/07
20 Members Present; 2 Nortons, 6 miscellaneous makes,
and 1 moped (guess who?)
The meeting was called to order at 7:55pm by Alan
Goldwater, President.
Lorin Guy passed out some copies of the minutes that
were to be printed in the May issue of the Norton Notice.
There was a motion made to accept the minutes as written
(thanks Donna) which was seconded and approved
unanimously.
The monthly June ride is to be held on 6/17. It will leave
from Alices Restaurant at 10:30 and then ride to Santa
Cruz for a cookout at Harry Buntings house.
The annual July ride to San Juan Bautista has been
cancelled this year so the Club can attend the Soquel
Vintage Motorcycle Show, "Bikes on the Bay". Meet at
Baker's Square in Los Gatos at 10:00am for a ride over
to the show.
Alan Goldwater discussed the INOA Rally in Utah which
will be held on 7/18-22. He mentioned that Chris Grimmet,
the Chairman of the NOC in England will be in the Bay
Area prior to going to the rally and will be up to Alice's
the weekend before the rally.
The Adopt-a-Highway clean-up day will be delayed until
6/17.
Ray Pallett reported that there are 125 paid up members
and about $2,700.00 in the Club accounts. Some members
stated that they were still having some lost renewals by
way of Paypal. Ray said that he would look into this.
Alan G. brought up the problem of declining membership.
Lorin Guy mentioned that if you sell a bike that you
should be sure to get the buyer to become a member.
Also, if you have a bike that you are not riding, get it on
the market to increase the total numbers of Nortons on
the road.
A discussion was had about the recent "Legends of the
Motorcycle Show at the Ritz Carlton in Half Moon Bay.
Lorin Guy stated that he did not think that this type of
show was healthy as it does not promote the riding of the
bikes. He further stated that the 40mph CHP escorted
ride at the show was not a ride at all, but rather a parade.
Terry Morrison had invited Jared Zaugg, the owner of
the show to come and give us a talk about his intentions.

After Jared explained about the operation of the show,
he mentioned that there is a possibility that next year
there might be more club participation. Jerry Kaplan
asked how many attendees there were and we were told
about 6,000. (at $50.00 per head this comes to a gross
of about $300,000.00 - sec.) It was brought out that
this is a charity event and some proceeds go to that end.
Jared said that next year's marque will be M.V. Agusta
and Norton!
Meeting adjourned at 9:10pm
Respectfully submitted, Mike Sullivan, Secretary

DIARY

6/14 Monthly Club meeting
Straw Hat Pizza in San Leandro
14680 Washington Ave
San Leandro, CA 94578
6/17 Alice's Restaurant
17288 Skyline Blvd
Woodside, CA 94062
6/17 NCNOC Highway Clean up
Alice's Restaurant
6/22 BSANCOC North Woods Ride
6/23 10th annual MotoMelee
7/1 Meeting and Ride
leaves Bakers Square Los Gatos
and rides to Soquel Motorcycle Show
7/7 BSA Oldtimers Ride
7/18 INOA Rally Hell’s Backbone Rally
7/28 BSA club East Bay Ride
7/29 North Bay Ride
leaves from Terry and Donna Morrison's house
at 2523 Gough St. between Green and Vallejo
San Francisco. 9:30am goodies, 11am
leave time. Questions call 415.771.6166
8/10-8/12 Dardanelle Week End
8/18 BSAOCNC "SIERRA RIDE"
8/18 IOM Manx GP
8/26 Highway Clean up NCNOC
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Alan’s Wrench — Alan Goldwater
My current project is a 1974 Roadster that was abused
on dirt and parked wet, and then spent 20 years in a
leaky shed in Oregon. Most of the exposed parts were
covered with corrosive alkaline road dust, so there was
lots of rust. But the bike had less than 12K miles and the
spark plugs were tight, so the internals were in good
shape. After changing the fluids and general servicing,
the bike started and ran well.
I’ve been cleaning up the rust and abuse one section
at a time, and this month I tackled the final drive and
rear wheel. I took everything apart for inspection, removing
the cracked chain guard and the ugly stock chain oiler
directly to the rubbish bin.
The chain was as worn out as it could be without falling
off, and when I pulled the master link, the pins were so
loose they nearly fell out in my hand. I think it was the
original chain, since it was marked “Renold – Made in
England” and had the 99 rollers specified in the manual,
with a factory riveted half-link that I’ve never seen on
a replacement chain.
The Commando chain needs to be pretty narrow to
avoid rubbing on the chain guard and primary case, so
many modern chains won’t work. British-made Renold
chains are still available, and there’s also a German made
JWIS chain that will fit, but both of these are expensive.
After some Internet research, I found that RK-Excel makes
a 530 rear chain that’s narrow enough, and is regarded
as very durable by off-road riders. I found one in stock
at Road Rider for $35, and it fit the Commando perfectly.
I mounted a shiny new chain guard and found plenty
of clearance. For some reason, this part had the holes for
the 850-style plastic extension at the rear, but lacked the
cutaway to access the rubber inspection plug in the backing
plate (like the 750 style). Maybe Andover settled on a
single replacement design for all Commandos.
Since the stock Girlings were shot, I rummaged through
my parts and found an old set of Fox MotoX shocks
collected from a swap meet last century. They were the
right length. Well, almost – 13.1 inch vs. 12.9 inch stock,
a bit longer but useable. I had to make some bushings
for the mounting bolts, but the springs were narrow
enough to clear the chain guard. They’re progressivewound, and being meant for motocross, the spring rate
seemed too soft for street use. However, these are gasfilled shocks, with a standard tire valve at the top (they
mount upside-down). I added air a bit at a time, and 30
psi gave me a nice soft ride with no bottoming.

Next I tackled the rear wheel. The rim was thoroughly
rusted and the hub cover bashed and bent. So even though
it still ran true, I considered it a core for the set of fancy
alloy-and-stainless wheels I always wanted. I went back
to my parts shed for some more archaeology. Way in the
back, I finally found a complete Commando wheel with
useable chrome and a tag that said, “built and trued by
Kelly Moss – May 1981”. Wow, just what I needed, now
where did it come from? I have no recollection of buying
it but it must have been another of those swap meet
treasures that occasionally get moved from one member’s
shed to another.
So after a squirt of grease in the bearings, on went a
new AM26 Roadrider tire. It didn’t seem any harder to
mount than a Super Venom. But getting the bead to pop
up all around took several tries and liberal use of WD40.
With that done, I knocked in a new set of cush drive
blocks and mounted the wheel.
Now for the fun part: chrome Dunlop wheel rims seem
to develop rust-pox sitting idle, even in a dry shed. Tiny
specks of rust grow out of microscopic pores all around
the rim. But if you catch them in time, they can be polished
off, leaving no visible mark. The best way I know to do
this is with a particular kind of metal polish and a soft
rag. The Germans seem to have a monopoly on the good
kind of polish. It’s a paste containing ammonia, wax and
a mild abrasive like rouge. The original brand is Simicrome
(Happich), but I’ve also used Autosol and Wenol with
equally good results. All three are German-made.
I smear on a bit over the rust specks and let it sit for
a couple of minutes. A firm rubbing with a rag will then
remove the specks and leave no marks in the chrome.
On badly rusted areas, I sometimes use a wood stick to
break off the stubborn lumps, but if the surface is that
far gone, there will often be visible damage to the chrome.
It took me under an hour to work around the rim on
both sides, and when I was done the rim looked like new.
This is one of the most satisfying ways I know to spend
an hour on a bike, as a bit of elbow grease is rewarded
with a shiny part where a rusty one once lived. Remember
though, that rust never sleeps. So finish the job with a
coat of paste wax, and ride the bike often enough to sling
an occasional coating of chain lube onto the rim. It’s
easier to remove than more rust would be.
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SPRAG SAGA— Terry Morrison
Ah, the sprag bearing! Well my latest adventure with
the sprag saga began by being left at Alice's with a Norton
that wouldn't start, again. But let me back up a bit, the
ex-owner was VERY through in showing me how easy it
was to kick start that bike when I bought it. Well, on the
test ride I stalled it and tried the electric start. You know
the sound you get out of a car that is running when you
engage the starter...That very metallic finger-nails-on-ablackboard sound, that says "DON'T DO THAT AGAIN"?
I got that sound about every 15 times I started it..and it
gradually got to the point that it was every 3rd time I
fired it.
I'd always go to the club meetings as early as possible
to corner members and discuss "SPRAG BEARINGS"! Tom
Dable encouraged checking the electric system. Frank
Recoder said "how's the battery." Alan Goldwater always
listened patiently and said "check everything."

the automatic chain tensioner. Also sealed the alternator
wire with heat shrink and Starbrite Liquid Electrical Tape
which will stand up to being bathed in oil. I was getting
pretty excited about this repair. I charged the battery
and put 70lbs. of torque on the mainshaft and sealed up
the primary cover with Locktite 515 gasket eliminator.
In the next couple of days it started about l5 to 20 times.
I thought it was FIXED. And then... "nails-on-theblackboard”. It’s back…
A week later I took it back apart examining each piece.
Where I got to was the fan disk washer was worn out.
It had no profile from the side...no "fan disk" profile and
the rotor nut was somewhat flattened. The fan disk
washer and rotor nut should bottom out on the crankshaft
which provides 70lbs. of pressure to hold the sprag in
place. Got a new fan disk washer and rotor nut from
Raber's Parts Mart. Over the next couple of weeks the
bike started about 50 times. I thought it was FIXED. And
then...well, you know.

First off, I've read that the starter is a weak design, so
last August I found a Prestolite starter for a Harley And
converted mine into a four brush with a sealed bearing
in the front end. That required machine work but now I
had a good powerful starter. I thought I had it FIXED!
But gradually that "finger-nails-on-the-blackboard" sound
returned. While I was warming up the bike for this year's
East Bay Ride in March, the engine just died. I thought,
"that's strange." Hit it again and the engine was vibrating
like crazy. I later found out the sprag bearing had split
into five pieces. It locked up and the engine was turning
the starter backwards. So, I took the starter out and
covered it with an aluminum block that just happened to
be in the parts kit that came with the bike. Had the former
owner had this problem before??? Went on the 100 mile
plus ride just fine but knowing I would soon be replacing
the sprag bearing.

In May there was a ride down to Bolder Creek that
Keith Karns was leading. About ten bikes met at Alice's
and when we were ready to leave, my Norton had no
"juice" to fire up. Alan thought it was a loose fuse at the
battery and played with it until it fired. We had a pleasant
ride and lunch and I went to start the bike, no indicator
lights. Again, loose fuse, we thought. I stopped at Alice's
for a rest (I'd had 3 cokes at lunch), and once again my
bike wouldn't start. This time I found a loose wire at the
negative terminal on the battery. Who works on this bike
I thought. Somewhere between Bolder Creek and Alice's
I had left a nut on the roadway. With all my Norton
buddies long gone, I considered approaching one of the
Harley crowd. Thinking better of it, I made a nut out of
the bottom of a Coke can left in the re-cycle bin which
got me and my Interstate home.

Got a new sprag from Phil Radford who thought it was
time for me to "discover" what was in the Primary Chain
case. I took the eleven posidrive screws off and popped
the cover off. I stared at this beautiful assembly of shiny,
oil covered mechanical parts thinking all the while, "I
shouldn't be in here." That hot sweaty feeling finely went
away after about a half hour and I began taking it apart.
Oil stained fingerprints on every page of the workshop
manual and a lot of notes to myself, I finely got to the
sprag. In size, it is a little thing. It has caused me SO
much trouble. That broken bearing is still on my bench
in a plastic bag and sometimes I just stare at it wondering,
"Why have you done this to me?" I replaced the alternator
stator wire chain case grommet and figured out how to
replace the shifting cross-shaft oil seal without removing
the inner primary cover (no small trick) and re-sealed

I THINK IT'S FIXED!!!! Or is it?

I got a new nut for the battery and sealed it on with
Red Locktite. The Norton fired up like never before.
So now it's June and here's my thinking. I think the loose
battery connection was the cause of not firing at Bolder
Creek. Tom Dable was right, "the sprag must have a
strong electric system". Frank Recoder was right, "how's
the battery." And Alan Goldwater was right, "check
everything." So with a little help from my friends...
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Hot Cocoa and the future of single marque
motorcycle clubs— Lorin Guy
It’s becoming painfully apparent that the future of
single mark motorcycle clubs is on a declining course. A
lot like the plight of glaciers and the polar icecap the
decreasing mass is threatening their very existence. It is
clear that this is not unique to British clubs, Spanish and
a few of the other European clubs are affected too. The
exceptions seem to be the BSA club, at this point seems
immune, the same decreasing enrolment and commitment
that affects Triumph, Norton, Excelsior, Arial, Vincent,
and the other seems to have missed BSA. The club is still
strong and membership seems steady. Also the Italian
clubs are strong because of multi –branding and tons of
crossover but then most of the clubs not affected are
multi-brands like CJMC (Classic Japanese Motorcycle Club)
and JCMC, Vintage Honda is strong because of dealer
involvement and the sheer mass and number of bikes
involved.
This dilemma lends itself to the idea that maybe the
future of vintage British motorcycling might be a multibrand type of organization. Something along the lines of
the All British Motorcycle club. The existence of clubs like
this, are generally found in rural areas, where a few guys
with bikes get together and ride and soon become a club.
Others such as the “Ton Up” clubs are now accepting of
Japanese “café” style bike as long as they fit the “Rat”
style and these clubs are not single marks or bond by
country. Then clubs like the SFMC, (San Francisco
Motorcycle Club) that accepts all bikes have been in
existence for 100+ years now. Their criteria is the member
himself and not the bike he rides, putting the prospect
though a huge pile of BS before granting him membership.

So what is the answer, hard telling not knowing but we
need to start to consider it, unlike our government that
can deny global warming and other threats to our way
of life, we as vintage British motorcyclists need to address
the issue and look for an answer. The British motorcycle
industry had it’s head in the sand for years before its
demise and now it seems so obvious, hind sight and all,
it’s a red flag for British clubs in the new age
I realize there might be some issues to overcome in a
multi- Brit club but I’m sure these can be addressed to
the satisfaction of all involved.
It was brought up that part of the problem here in
inevitable time marches on and possibly the real blame
if there is any is all Al Gores fault. The Internet and all
it offers in the way of communication, information and
effortlessness are too much to compete with.
Would you rather spend an hour on the net and watch
CSI at home or go to NCNOC meeting?
Be honest because if you say you’d rather go to the
meeting and you don’t show up I’m gonna know. It is
part of the fact that we live such complicated lives. It used
to be that clubs were a way to get out, see some buddies
and friends, learn something new about your bike and
maybe find a new source for parts. Now that’s is done
on line and you don’t really have time for good friends
that share your passions.
I guess the ways of modern life are killing off more of
the older ways of our culture and forming new avenues
of socialization. Now you have on-line buddies and virtual
friends, swap pix in place of going on a ride.

There is no right or wrong here just what you as a club
member want to get from your club experience. Single
marque clubs are dying and the numbers do not lie. As
we get older, our bikes do too and the market for these
bikes and the people who remember the hay-days of
these bikes are fewer and fewer, I think they call them
collector classics now, really old bikes ridden by really
old guys.

The club as a whole needs to be concerned not just the
board; the current average age of the NCNOC is approx
55 years old, taking that into consideration and charting
the information, the club has about 6-10 years left to
exist. Oh sure you’ve heard of guys riding well into their
80’s but you ever heard of a whole club in their 80’s out
for rides? At that point you don’t need a chase truck you
need a vanload of Paramedics.

The younger riders remember Ninja’s and KZ’s and
RD’s as vintage, few even know what an Ariel is or that
there was a British Excelsior. I see the same for Harley
Davidson, although they are in denial about it, I can’t
see the youth of even 25 years ago, growing up with
Super-bikes and Japanese wonder machines wanting HD
when they get older, really spend your youth riding a
Z1R or a 959 Honda and then retire to a DynaGlide? I’ll
put upright bars on a R6 before I ride a couch.

The hard fact is we are getting older and we do not
have a bunch of 20, 30 and 40 year olds coming on
board. I’m not saying abandon the NCNOC and all it
stands for; all I’m saying is start to think about the future,
lay the ground work now, and answer the hard questions
so that when and if the time comes we have an answer
and an option.
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NWVCCMM Vintage Swap Meet
& Clubman Show
The Northwest Vintage Car & Motorcycle Museum
(NWVCCM) is putting on a vintage motorcycle & car swap
meet on Saturday, July21st from 8AM – 3PM at Antique
Powerland in Brooks, OR (exit 263 off I-5, just north of
Salem). In addition, there will also be a Clubman
Motorcycle show for all brands of motorcycles 20 years
and older, including American, British, European, Asian,
competition and scooter classes. Door prizes, a raffle and
trophies will be awarded. In order to encourage club
participation, motorcycle and car clubs will be offered a
free swap meet space (6’ x 8’) to provide information,
recruit new members and offer club merchandise. Swap
meet spaces will be available for VINTAGE bikes, parts
literature collectables, tools and related items (no late
model – newer than 20 years – parts, vehicles, firearms,
flea market, or non motorcycle/car related items, please)
for $25 (15’ x 15’; 10’ x 20’) and commercial vendor
spaces for $25 (10’ x 10’) and $50 (10’ x 20’). Set up
time is 6:30PM – 8:00PM Friday, July 20th and includes
a no-host barbeque dinner for $17/person (preregistration only). General admission, $5/person, kids
under 12 free. Free parking. Great fun for the whole
family with trolley rides, museum tours, food and
beverages. Contact Doug Tousley @ (503) 341-0792,
Tom Ruttan @ (503) 638-1746 or see the museum
website at: http://www.nwcarandcycle.org

The Story of the Triumph Bonneville— Lorin Guy
I’ve just finished watching this fascinating motorcycle
DVD available through Net-flix.
This documentary style story of the history of the
Triumph Bonneville I found not to be overly technical and
kept my interest all the way though this 60 minute film.
It covers the Legendry Bonnie from its inception in 1959
through the new Hinckley namesake; made in 2004 the
film interviews Brian Crichton (editor Classic Bike
magazine) and Colon Flowers of the London Motorcycle
Museum who both give insightful comment concerning
the most popular of all Triumph.
Covered and or pictured are the T120 1959, The T120
1963, the Thruxton 1965, T120 1971, Trackmaster TT
1969, T140D Special, T140 Silver Jubilee UK, and a Silver
Jubilee US, T140 Royal Wedding (US) and T140 Royal
Wedding (UK), Harris Bonneville, a prototype T140
Interpol, and the extremely rare Millennium Bonneville.
This film gives a rare opportunity to see some of the more
rare Triumph and get some of the back ground about the
bikes. I highly recommend this be added to your DVD list
of must see flicks. This flick ends with a competition road
test between the 1979 Special and a new Bonneville
(you’ll have to watch to see which comes out on top)

Hanford — Andrew Mattos
Steam-Up Vintage Motorcycle & Car Show
The Northwest Vintage Car & Motorcycle Museum
(NWVCCM) is sponsoring a vintage motorcycle & car show
on Saturday, August 4th from 10AM – 3PM at the
NWVCMM vintage Texaco gas station at Antique Powerland
in Brooks, OR (exit 263 off I-5, just north of Salem) in
conjunction with the second weekend of Antique
Powerland’s Great Oregon Steam-Up. Bring a vintage
(20years or older) motorcycle to display and receive 2
free tickets to the Steam-Up (a $16 value). This will be
a show only; no awards or judging. Show vehicles must
remain in the show from 10AM to 3PM. There will be a
parade of tractors and other vehicles on the Antique
Powerland grounds in the afternoon and you are welcome
to join. The Steam-Up is a great event with lot’s of steam
powered vehicles and engines on display alone with many
other vintage machinery displays. See the steam sawmill
in action, have some ice cream made from a steam
powered ice cream maker. Great fun for the whole family
with trolley rides, museum tours, food and beverages.
Contact Tom Ruttan @ (503) 638-1746 or see the
museum website at: http://www.nwcarandcycle.org

The Hanford Classic M/C show and swap was a fun event.
As usual the weekend started Friday night at Don Harrell's
open house in VisaliaCA. A crowd of about 500 were
treated to perfect weather and an amazing collection of
British motorcycles. Most makes were on display including
Triumph, BSA, Norton, Vincent, Matchless, AJS, Ariel, and
even a Panther.Each was proudly started by the host at
the request of the crowd (35+bikes each beautifully
restored). Great food and lot's of bench racing!
The swap meet was a little smaller this year for a couple
of reasons. First, is the effect of ebay which seems to be
affecting all events of this type by shrinking the number
of people selling. Second, the races normally scheduled
for Saturday night were canceled due to reasons beyond
the promoters control. The swap was mostly populated
with Harley and Japanese stuff. Next year will be the
40th aniversary of the Hanford event and some special
events are planned so mark your calendars now.
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next event. However, because I’d taken such a hard hit
to the whole body, I couldn’t yet walk without a cane,
and also couldn’t kick-start the bike. I was concerned that
they’d not let me race. But I had a decent reputation, so
they allowed me to start at the back of the grid, and
when the flag dropped, our team’s ‘race captain,” USAF
Capt. Bob Cowan, push-started me successfully. Four laps
later, I realized that there was something seriously wrong,
because once the engine got hot, whenever I’d open the
throttle fully, it would balk and stumble. Part-throttle
wasn’t so bad, but you don’t race on part-throttle.
We tried hard to locate the source of the problem, but
even a cylinder-head teardown showed us no obvious
reasons for it. So we entered more races and hoped for
the best as the back-to-the-States clock kept ticking. Dick
was slated to rotate back in May, and I in July, so I still
hoped to be able to compete in the 1972 Production TT,
my main reason for buying the Yellow Submarine. The
TT Course was in my blood, and my frustrations in the
’70 and ’71 Manx GPs only left me hungry for racing
successfully there.
But I’d not make it to the TT in 1972. Over the next
races at Cadwell Park and Brands, the PR would start
strong and then begin stuttering under full throttle after
a few laps. We sought the advice of a Norton tuner, but
his own racing schedule precluded his doing proper
troubleshooting on our engine in time for me to compete
successfully in the championship series. (It ultimately
turned out that a valve guide had developed a hairline
crack, which our inspections had failed to spot.) In early
May, we realized that our time racing the Yellow Submarine
in Britain was at an end. We decided to sell it, but Vincent
Davey urged us to take it back to the States, because, he
said, it was a rarity and thereby more highly prized than
in the UK, where the bike the British press called “The
Yellow Peril” was more common on starting grids.
Thus early in July 1972, I left England and active duty
in the Air Force. The Air Force shipped the PR to California
for me. Although Dick Tietjen and I had planned to
continue our racing association in the States, he decided
he had other priorities, so I bought out his half of the
bike. After advertising the Norton in Cycle News, in
February, 1973, I sold it to Ron Fratturelli of Ron’s Cycle
Sales in Leominster, Massachusetts.
But the Yellow Submarine did not so easily let me go.
I found that it, alone of the bikes I’d owned and raced,
never really left my mind. I kept track of it, and after
my first novel sold in 1979, I bought it back. Brian Slark
restored it to factory spec for me, and the Sub returned
to my garage. I subsequently wrote a piece about it for
Cycle Guide, appearing in the February, 1981 issue as

“The Life and Times of the Yellow Submarine,” and I
never expected it to leave my stable again.
In the decades that followed, though I did finally manage
to go back to the Island and race in the Production TT
with a Team Cycle World GSX-R750 Suzuki in 1987 and
lap respectably over the ton, unexpected events forced
me to sell the Sub not once, but several times. Anyone
who has been ensnared by a machine that embodies
more than its makers built into it will understand that the
events leading to my sale of the Sub aren’t as important
as the spell the bike cast over me. I could never really
part with it for long without wanting to have it once again,
ready to ride, in my garage, and so, following each sale,
eventually, I’d eventually buy it back again.
In mid-May, 2004, while I was living in Annapolis,
Maryland, I’d just repurchased the bike for what I hoped
would be the last time, and was looking forward to showing
it and racing it in classic events. But on the rainy night
of May 27th, the driver of a 1995 Chevy Monte Carlo
and I (aboard a 1995 Triumph Tiger) tried to occupy the
same space on a rural two-lane road, less than a mile
from my home. The ensuing collision involved a closing
speed of about 60mph, each vehicle doing about 30mph
when we met, handlebar to grille. (The police did not
issue citations, and the local newspaper reported that I
had lost control of the Triumph. What actually happened
was that the new Metzeler Tourance tire I’d mounted up
front hadn’t been scrubbed-in, though I’d thought it was,
so that when I chose a line through the blind, uphill,
double-apex corner that necessitated a serious lean angle,
the tire slid, triggering a struggle for control that ultimately
took the bike across the center line at precisely the wrong
time and place.) Although the Chevy driver was not
injured, I was. Subsequently, I spent nearly six weeks in
the ICU of the University of Maryland’s Baltimore Shock
Trauma Center, and then another few months in various
convalescent homes and a rehab facility. Meanwhile, my
friends entered the Yellow Submarine into the inaugural
motorcycle event at the Radnor Hunt Concours in
Pennsylvania, where, as noted above, it won its class.
Unable to walk or even to move the Production Racer
around my shop, I have sent it from my stable to that of
a serious racer who will use it as I cannot. My life and
time with it might be over, but insofar as any machine
has a “life,” the PR’s is far from ended. More than a
quarter-century ago, I wrote that the Production Racer’s
epitaph would be, “Beautiful, fast, British – and too late.”
That judgment then seemed justified. But never were less
prophetic words written, for the Yellow Sub and all classic
Nortons now seem likely to thunder as far into the future
as fossil fuels will power us. Somewhere, James Lansdowne
Norton must be smiling.
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States on TDY, I decided to race in the production classes.
Hence the allure of the Commando Production Racer. It
had been conceived and built specifically for the task,
with no frills, and would be, I believed, easier to set up
and use than any other bike to race – an important
consideration for me, with limited mechanical skills and
a very demanding Air Force job. In the midst of determining
this, Air Force staff sergeant Dick Tietjen joined my team.
Because Dick was a neophyte racer, we planned our
season so that, at every venue we attended, I’d compete
in the 1972 Shell Production Championship, and he’d
ride in the “open” classes.

Tom and Liz— June 2 2007 Palo Alto CA

Dick and I picked up the bike we called the Yellow
Submarine (because its fairing reminded us of a
submarine’s bow, and because of the Beatles’ song) at
Kuhn’s on February 3, 1972. We took it from Kuhn’s
London shop in my 1962 Bedford van back to our “works”
near Thetford, Norfolk. The TRL “works” was a standalone
one-car garage lent to me by an Air Force friend who
lived in the rented house on the property. The garage
wasn’t much more than a shed, but it was close to
Snetterton, had a workbench, a light, a kerosene heater,
and a window. I’d shared it throughout most of 1971
with TSGT Jim Rohn, who was a technician at Mildenhall
and a very fast grass-track and speedway racer, riding
a Jawa. Jim, a superb mechanic, helped us prep the
Norton for action and set it up for its break-in. Because
we didn’t register the Sub on the street, we had to break
it in elsewhere, and to do this, our team manager, Maj.
Herb Hester, called in help from his Royal Air Force
friends. One was a squadron commander at a nearby
deactivated RAF airfield with a very long concrete runway,
so after the necessary approvals, in mid-February we ran
it, seemingly endlessly, up and down the long runway.
We also made several trips to Snetterton on open-practice
days (track fee: £'a32) before it was sufficiently brokenin to be raced, and we were ready for its first outing on
March 5, 1972.
Race day was typically cold and rainy for Norfolk in
March, but I didn’t really mind; we were old hands at
British weather, and I’d won my first race in the rain
anyway. I borrowed a rain suit, rolled the bike out onto
the grid and awaited the flag. In British production races
then, you were required to start your bike after the flag
dropped, using whatever method the factory provided.
The Sub finally fired on the fifth kick and I accelerated
up the straight in the rain. Five laps later, the engine
seemed to tighten a bit just before its guts exploded all
over the track approaching the first turn after the pit
straight. The corner workers gathered up all the bits as
I rolled the dead bike over to the trackside, furious again
at a machine failure. We were told that a similar problem
had plagued the Norton team at Daytona that very

The wedding reception of Tom and Liz Dable was held
Saturday June 2 at the home of the former Liz Sain. The
crowd was joyous and congratulations were passed all
around.
Lynn Miller played pipes in the traditional style and
presented a toast to the new bride and groom. NCNOC
member Marge Segal performed a jig to the Scottish
music.
This long time friendship is a now continued in marriage,
what better way to spend your life then with your best
friend.
Congratulations to Tom and Liz!
weekend, and the cause was the oil line to the rocker
box. The engine’s heat melted it, and the oil simply
pumped from the open end of the line into the windstream,
which, in the driving rain, I’d not noticed, as the bike was
slip-sliding all over the place in the turns anyway.
Norton gave us the replacement bits, and we also
replaced the stock ignition with a Boyer kit, which was
then brand-new technology. Our next race was again at
Snetterton, on April 2, Easter Sunday. Dick and I both
made it through practice without troubles, and the Sub
and I were lapping close to the leaders’ times. In the race,
the bike fired on the first kick, and I was dicing with the
leading gaggle, when, passing PR-mounted Hartley Kerner
in the chicane before the pit straight, my left foot stabbed
the brake pedal instead of the shift lever. My brain
remembered to shift “down for up,” but it shifted the
wrong lever, locking the rear brake. This wrong-footing
was then an embarrassingly common problem for road
racers transitioning from left- to right-shifted bikes, or
vice versa, and though I’d thought I’d retrained my mental
shift-controller, under the stress of a pass in a tricky
chicane, it turned out I had not.
After sliding on a locked rear wheel at high speed, the
bike wrenched itself from my hands, and the motorcycle
and I arced through the air and landed on the far side
of a dirt levee across the track from the pits. I came to
with the track doctor kneeling on my chest, my Bell Star
full of dirt, as the doc strove to restart my heart, which
had stopped on impact. Sent by ambulance to a hospital
in Norwich, I was eventually released after X-rays revealed
no broken bones. Amazingly, only one exhaust pipe, the
fairing, and the taillight had been damaged. We got all
but the fairing within a week, so we trimmed the
windscreen and fairing and were ready to race again the
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My Life and Times with the Yellow Submarine
— Steve Thompson
On May 5th, 2007, the judges in the Legend of the
Motorcycle Concours d’Elegance decided that my 1972
Norton Commando Production Racer was worthy of third
place in the category “British Competiton/Modified, 19581975.” On March 31st, the bike had won its concours
class – “Heavyweight road-race, 1946-1983” – at the
20th annual BSA Owners’ Club’s Clubman show in San
Jose. And in September, 2004, the racing Norton I always
called “The Yellow Submarine” garnered a first in class
at the inaugural motorcycle event at the prestigious
Radnor Hunt Concours in Pennsylvania.
Thinking about the concours laurels this machine has
earned in the 21st century inevitably reminds me of what
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a long journey it’s taken from the showroom floor of Gus
Kuhn’s Clapham, London dealership, where I first saw it
in December of 1971. I’d found the Yellow Sub after a
phone search of British Norton dealers for a factory-built
PR, and it seemed that, as Kuhn’s Vincent Davey told me,
the one in their showroom was probably the last new one
available. Consequently, my teammate and I wasted no
time in putting money down on the rather expensive
racing machine – it cost us some £3860.
That bike had seemed like the right choice when the
USAF surprised me in early 1969 with the news that I’d
been assigned to Headquarters Squadron, 513th Combat
Support Group at RAF Mildenhall in Suffolk, England. I’d
been told to expect orders to Vietnam, so I could hardly
believe my good fortune.
I’d bought a new 250cc Kawasaki A1-R GP bike from
Price Sport Cycle in Lubbock, Texas, which sponsored me
to race at Austin and Daytona in ’69. Stationed at Reese
AFB, not far from Lubbock, I’d won at Austin before going
to Daytona, but carb problems kept me from placing well
there, and I was itching to race in England, home not
only to Oxford and Cambridge but also to what I called
“The University of Brands Hatch.” Most of those I’d
known in the AFM when I’d started racing in March of
’67 wanted to attend that particular school of road-racing,
from which such Bay-Area British ex-pat racers as Ron
Grant had graduated with honors. I’d finished second to
Ron in the 350 Production Class at Cotati on my first race
on my Yamaha YR-1, and subsequent podium finishes
kept my goal of being a professional road-racer alive,
even as I served in the Air Force. Much to their credit,
my squadron and wing commanders at Reese AFB had
perceived my racing as good public relations for the USAF,
so I raced with their blessing, and even, at Daytona, with
“permissive TDY” – meaning I did not have to take leave
to race, and was on temporary duty for the Air Force,
much as if I were a tennis pro going to a tournament.
When I got to England in May, 1969, I was eager to
get into racing, but when my A1-R finally arrived at
Mildenhall, it was too late for the ’69 season. Meanwhile,
I’d explored British racing and found a motorcycle shop
in Cambridge well known for its support of racing; Hallens,
which advertised itself as “Winners of Many TT Replicas.”
There I met John Faben, who raced 350cc and 500cc
Manxes in club and national events. John and I joined
forces in my racing team, called “Thistle Racing Limited,”
a name I’d coined to reflect my Scottish heritage.
Had I not already bought the Kawasaki, I would have
preferred to race a Manx, as John did. However, I had
watched from the paddock at Daytona in 1969 as Yvon
Duhamel had broken the 150-mph lap-speed mark on

Fred Deeley’s Yamaha 350cc TR2, much to the chagrin
of rice-grinder haters everywhere. It was the sign of an
era ending and another beginning. In England, as I studied
British racing throughout the rest of the ’69 season, I
realized that it might well be the end of the Manx Era,
not just because Manxes almost never had the speed
necessary to overcome professionally tuned and skillfully
ridden two-strokes. Rather, it was because paddock wisdom
held that until you could extract everything that a Manx
could give, you shouldn’t go to faster GP bikes. There
was more to this than just racing lore; the British tradecraft
tradition of a young man working his way up from
apprentice to journeyman to master was still widely
respected as a necessary experience. Because many British
racers worked in the trades, transferring the trajectory
from apprentice to master from the trades to racing
seemed to be a widely accepted notion. Of course, anyone
who won races on anything was respected, but in the
paddocks, it seemed that everyone knew who had paid
his dues the traditional way, and who had not. As the
sole American I knew to be racing at this club-and-nationalclass level with a Japanese two-stroke GP bike, among
the older racers in this group, I was on an undeclared but
real form of race-craft probation until I proved my mettle
the only way it could be proven – on the track.
I finally got my A1-R to a starting grid in March, 1970.
My ride was short – it seized a few laps into the race.
The seizure problem beset the bike for the next two
seasons, despite a major fettling by famed TT racer and
tuner Terry Shepherd. Terry rebuilt the engine with Mahle
and Yamaha components, upping its displacement to
348cc, and when the bike ran, it was fast and tractable
for a two-stroke. But it was still infuriatingly unpredictable
in its seizing mode, and also ate its gearbox on the Isle
of Man TT course in the 1970 Manx GP practice, leaving
me without a ride there. The next year was more of the
same, and by the end of the ’71 season, I’d had it with
climbing up through the pack on the track and having
the race end with a stuck engine. Although Terry was a
superb tuner, he was rarely with me at a race, so as the
engine failed in race after race, he couldn’t pin down the
problem. (Much later, it was discovered that the type had
what Shepherd described as a “wandering spark.”) At
the end of the season, John Faben left the team, and with
only about half the ’72 season available for me to race
before I had to rotate back to the States, I looked for
other options.
Although I’d briefly raced a Yamaha TD1-C lent to me
on a trial basis for purchase by fellow MGP racer Brian
Coope, in the end I decided that the Yamaha wasn’t much
better than my A1-R, what with its radical, non-factory
porting and resulting on/off powerband. Unable to find
a new Yamaha TD2 for sale when I went back to the

